Visibility
CYBERSECURITY’S MISSING
LINK AND SUCCESS FACTOR

Visibility is cybersecurity’s
missing link

You know that poor cybersecurity posture puts your
enterprise at risk but unfortunately, you only have a
vague understanding of your massive, multidimensional
attack surface.
Your extended network has a bewildering number of
assets and each can be attacked in hundreds of ways.
The pace of business and technology is constantly
threatening to outpace your ability to secure your
infrastructure – and without visibility, you’re flying blind.
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In spite of millions of dollars of annual
security spending, most enterprises are just
one bad click, one reused password, or a
single unpatched system away from a
cybersecurity disaster.

Visibility is a critical success
factor too

Enterprise assets change constantly, with devices being
added and retired, physical machines migrating to virtual,
and various stakeholders installing and updating software
(with or without approval).
Because the enterprise network is only as secure as
its weakest link, gaining real-time visibility into your
attack surface and breach risk is both a challenge and
one of your most critical success factors.
Visibility needs to be comprehensive and continuous,
extending to all types of assets and security issues across
an increasingly complex landscape. Remember – you
can’t manage what you can’t see.

Challenges with
asset inventory

Maintaining an up-to-date enterprise inventory system is very
challenging. The set of assets in the enterprise changes
constantly with devices being added and retired, physical
machines migrating to virtual and various stakeholders
constantly installing and updating software (with or without
approval). Inaccurate inventory makes managing compliance
and cyber-risk very difficult.
An outdated inventory is also frustrating and impedes the
velocity of business. Unfortunately, applying manual effort to
keep inventory updated is time and resource intensive and
does not work at scale. Enterprise security teams don’t often
control all assets, which makes the task of understanding
assets and gathering insights about them even more difficult.
Traditional inventory tools typically track only managed
assets. Non-traditional assets like IoTs are either left
undiscovered or partially tracked by a motley collection of
specialized tools, one for each asset category.

Challenges with
asset inventory

We know that the best human experts can put together an
accurate picture of the type and category of a device on your
network by manually looking at a broad variety of data
sources.
For example, from
Layer 3 packet
analysis, an expert
may be able to extract
media access control
(MAC) organizational
unit (OU) information
that indicates that a
device is a Cisco
device.
At Layer 4, they might see transport headers and protocol
behavior that are consistent with the device being a switch
with a management portal available at ports 80 and 443. From
Layer 7 analysis of protocol behavior and a study of artifacts
rendered in the web browser, we might be able to say that
port 80 does not automatically redirect to port 443, and that
the device is a wireless LAN controller made by Cisco.
However, relying on humans for this analysis does not scale.

Addressing the problems
of inventory with AI

At Balbix, we use AI to mimic this type of intelligent
analysis by throwing L3, L4, and L7 data from different
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Use AI to automatically discover and
inventory all your assets

Balbix enables enterprises to maintain an accurate
and up-to-date inventory of the organization’s assets.
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Visibility is the starting point to
a strong cybersecurity posture

We have entered an era where cybersecurity is no longer a
human-scale problem. There are many complex
computations involved in understanding a multidimensional
attack surface, and it will always be a moving target.
A robust cybersecurity posture starts with having visibility
across all assets and attack vectors, and this needs to be
continuous and in real time. It takes a collaboration
between humans and innovative AI techniques to get
comprehensive visibility into your attack surface and
maintain a strong cybersecurity posture.
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